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SUMMARY
The development of a humanoid robot that mimics human motion requires exten-
sive programming as well as understanding the motion limitations of the robot. Pro-
gramming the countless possibilities for a robot’s response to observed human motion
can be time consuming. To simplify this process, this thesis presents a new approach
for mimicking captured human motion data through the development of a composition
routine. This routine is built upon a behavior-based framework and is coupled with op-
timization by calculus to determine the appropriate weightings of predetermined motion
behaviors. The completion of this thesis helps to fill a void in human/robot interactions
involving mimicry and behavior-based design.
Technological advancements in the way computers and robots identify human mo-
tion and determine for themselves how to approximate that motion have helped make
possible the mimicry of observed human subjects. In fact, many researchers have de-
veloped humanoid systems that are capable of mimicking human motion data; however,
these systems do not use behavior-based design. This thesis will explain the frame-
work and theory behind our optimal behavior composition algorithm and the selection
of sinusoidal motion primitives that make up a behavior library. This algorithm breaks
captured motion data into various time intervals, then optimally weights the defined be-
haviors to best approximate the captured data. Since this routine does not reference
previous or following motion sequences, discontinuities may exist between time inter-
vals. To address this issue, the addition of a PI controller to regulate and smooth out
the transitions between time intervals will be shown.
The effectiveness of using the optimal behavior composition algorithm to create an
approximated motion that mimics capture motion data will be demonstrated through
an example configuration of hardware and a humanoid robot platform. An example of
x
arm motion mimicry will be presented and includes various image sequences from the





Modern advances have produced robots that are capable of imitating human mo-
tions. The Honda ASIMO humanoid robot (Figure 1), as explained in [18], is capable
of climbing stairs, assisting humans in simple everyday tasks, and navigating human
environments. However, Honda research laboratories invested nearly 10 years in the
development of this impressive humanoid. So we ask, what makes it so difficult to cre-
ate a human-like robot? Currently, most humanoids are only able to solve tasks that are
carefully analyzed by a human and then added to the robot’s programming as explained
in [40]. With the infinite extent of capabilities that a human possesses, programming all
possible human actions would be an impossible feat.
This thesis presents a method for solving this problem. Instead of analysing and
Figure 1: Honda ASIMO
commons.wikimedia.org
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programming all possible human motions, this thesis utilizes the combination of several
optimally weighted motion primitives to approximate any motion.
1.1 Scientific Contribution
Despite the advances in human and robot interactions, including mimicry, there has
been a lack of scientific study in the area of human mimicry by a humanoid robot
through the optimal composition of behaviors. The development of this optimal be-
havior composition algorithm helps to fill a void in bridging the research subject areas
of mimicry in human/robot interactions and behavior-based robot control. This thesis
demonstrates that the composition of optimized weights of a set of motion primitives
can produce the best mimicry to captured human motion. (In this thesis best refers to
the optimal solution as found using optimality conditions as explained in [29].)
1.2 Objective
This thesis explains the development of an autonomous controller that will compose
continuous motions to mimic human motion data. Specifically, this thesis combines a
behavior-based framework with an optimization by calculus for the mimicry of human
motion by a humanoid robot. The use of optimality conditions to find the best mimicry
to human motion data will provide us with an answer to the question of how well can
a humanoid robot with limited motion behaviors copy the motion of a human. In this
thesis, we present our solution to approximated human motion by a humanoid robot by
optimally combining a set of behaviors or motion primitives into a single motion.
The objective of this research is to automate the trajectory planning of a robot so that
it can mimic human motion data. This thesis will: (1) identify a mathematical formula
that can be used to compose robot mimicry from motion primitives, and (2) demonstrate




For many years humans have been interested in autonomous robotics. This cu-
riosity has brought robotics into the human world through many medians such as the
entertainment and service industries. You can find fully automated robots at various
amusement parks, like animatronics in Disney’s theme parks as in [46], your local bank
ATM (See Figure 2a), a range of kids toys such as Lego Mindstorms (See Figure 2b)
[16] and Furby (See Figure 2c) [17], your vehicle’s driving assists including parallel
parking shown in Figure 2d, as described in [35], and even household products such











Figure 2: Robots in the Human World
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continuously replay actions that have been preprogrammed, while others attempt to
interface directly with their environments by adapting to their sensed situations.
Autonomous robotics is a field of study that empowers a robot with the ability to
perform tasks with little, if any, human intervention. Robot workspaces are often not
understood. In these chaotic environments, the exact orientation, position, or timing
of the robot’s next execution is typically unknown. A robot needs to be able to auto-
matically select between its abilities at appropriate times in order to achieve specific
goals. Autonomous robotics includes many areas of study including automation and
path planning. Automation involves a robot using a control algorithm to operate equip-
ment. Often times automation interfaces various mechanical and electrical components
with feedback control to produce a desired position or setting. Path planning, or nav-
igation, defines a mobile platform’s motion. Often these robots are told where to end
up and are expected to move towards that goal while avoiding obstacles, both station-
ary and moving. Although these methods are inherently different, both autonomous
systems are able to accomplish tasks with only a high-level description of what is to
be done [23]. Specifically, a high-level type of description tells the robot what is to be
done, not how it is to be done.
An important aspect of autonomous robotics is this high-level description of the
task at hand. The robot’s ability to execute a task from just a simple command has
caused humans to classify robots as living organisms that think and act for themselves.
This in turn has inspired the continued research of autonomous robotics in order to
bring robots to life. The classification of robots as living organisms has also inspired
scientists to build robots that look like humans (humanoids) and to study how humans
coordinate the movements of various joints and muscles to complete tasks. All of these
scientific studies have made robots appear more human-like. A possible solution to the
ongoing investigation of making robots appear more human-like is mimicry, which can
be defined as how well a humanoid robot copies the motion of a human. Mimicry is the
4
(a) Mimic Poison Frog
Ranitomeya Imitator
frogforum.net
(b) Reticulated Poison Frog
Ranitomeya Ventrimaculata
dendrobates.org
Figure 3: Visual Mimicry in Animals
starting point of the work that this thesis addresses.
We will begin the development of our method to provide the functionality for a hu-
manoid robot to mimic captured human motion data by first describing mimicry. We
will then provide background information on resources that are necessary to program
a robot to mimic human motion data. This chapter concludes with the discussion of
various humanoid robot systems that mimic human motion.
2.1 Mimicry
Mimicry, as defined in a biological sense, is the close external resemblance of an animal
or plant to another animal, plant, or inanimate object. For humans, the most easily
perceived type of mimicry is visual mimicry, meaning one species or object has evolved
or changed to appear similar to something it is not. In an article about mimicry and
animals [44], it is explained that predators make prey selection based on visual mimicry.
It has been well established that predators learn to associate color with poisonous or
unpleasant tasting prey. For this reason, non-poisonous or non-threatening animals
will often mimic poisonous species to thwart predators and thereby obtain protection,
known as Batesian mimicry [36], as in the mimic poison frog shown in Figure 3.
In the past, most research in the biological field of mimicry has focused on visual
appearance and overlooked movement. Thus, it is less commonly known that some
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animals rely on copying another species or animal’s movement for survival, known as
motion mimicry. One example is the wrasse fish and its mimic the sabretoothed blenny
[48]. The wrasse is a mutualist that cleans host fish’s gills. The sabretoothed bleeny not
only exhibits a similar appearance, but also the dance or motion unique to the wrasse.
In this way, the sabretoothed bleeny fools a host fish into thinking it is going to get a
free cleaning. The host fish opens its gills and to its dismay, the mimic attacks and
takes a bite. Similarly, prey that move differently from the rest of their group can easily
be singled out by a predator [44]. In this situation, for its own survival a prey must be
able to best replicate the motions of the rest of its group in order to not stand out to a
hungry predator; this may explain why schools of fish and groups of butterflies seem to
move with coordinated movements [44].
While it may seem like a stretch to compare the notion of motion mimicry of obtaining
food or avoiding predators to the mimicry of human motion by a robot, understanding
the importance of motion mimicry in appearing to move like something else will help us
as we return to the presented question of how well can a humanoid copy the motion
of a human. In order for humanoid mimicry to look good, a basic architecture which
allows a humanoid to continuously change its physical pose to best resemble that of
the moving human subject needs to be discussed. Several topics are involved in this
architecture. These include the following: how a robot can be programmed, how motion
data is captured, and how the captured data can be mapped to a robotic platform.
2.2 Programming Strategies
Various programming strategies have been developed to determine how humanoid
robots should act. Primarily, these strategies include robot programming (which entails
hard-coding all actions of the robot), robot learning (which requires extensive interac-




One of the earliest strategies for automating equipment was robot programming. This
method required a programmer to manually adjust the robot’s limbs to a desired pose
and record each joint’s position. A sequence of these joint positions and the desired
control laws to move from one position to another are defined as operations or program
functions. In robot programming, operations or program functions define the trajectory
that the robot’s limbs should follow, such as the waving an arm or walking. A robot
program consists of a set of these functions or operations as explained in [25]. A
robot executes a particular program when triggered by an input. This style of traditional
programming is very rigid and fairly robust; however, it is not flexible and does not allow
for adapting to unexpected events.
2.2.2 Robot Learning
The desire to have robots that can act on their own, or even better, to execute more
than they were programmed to do, has inspired a technique known as robot learning.
This approach is inspired by a biological learning observed in animals that are able
to adapt as their circumstances evolve, e.g. [9] and [51]. In this learning approach to
programming, a robot receives information about its environment via sensory elements.
Initially, the system somewhat randomly makes decisions, and in turn, learns how these
decisions affect its state, e.g. [12]. The robot’s choice of actions will evolve over time
as the environment and robot state change. This learning will provide the system with
sufficient information to predict, based on its surroundings, the consequences of vari-
ous actions, as explained in [3], [12], and [34]. After a suitable amount of learning, the
system is able to use the knowledge it obtained to achieve specific goals.
Another form of robot learning that is commonly used for mimicry and imitation in-
cludes “learning from demonstration”, as presented in [40]. This form of movement
imitation is familiar to most humans. First, a demonstrator or teacher who has experi-
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ence or knowledge about how to accomplish a particular task, executes the task. Then
the observer, who carefully watches the teacher’s state and action, becomes fully capa-
ble of approximately repeating the same action. In some cases, robots observed both
the effects on objects in the environment as well as the human movement to estimate
a control policy for the desired task, as described in [19], [22], and [31].
2.2.3 Behavior-based Robotics
Behavior-based robotics combines the best of the two above mentioned programming
strategies. Robots are programmed with a set of basic behaviors or abilities, rather than
having the robot learn them on their own. The robot is then expected to use sensory
information to solve a problem by selecting between these behaviors, in essence a
stimulus and reaction, as explained in [2]. This behavior-based approach defines how
a robot reacts to different conditions, as discussed in [6].
So what exactly are these preprogrammed behaviors? Behaviors or movement
primitives, as described in [8], are compact representations of actions that can accom-
plish a goal, such as avoiding an obstacle or moving towards a destination. From a
computational perspective, a behavior can be thought of as a control policy on various
motor controllers to achieve a specific task such as walking, grasping, jumping, etc. as
in [8] and [40]. They are often characterized by discrete straight line motion, oscillatory
motion, or postures as explained in [27].
In [2], we learn that behavior-based robotics grew from the recognition that planning
takes time and, although well intentioned, it can be a waste of time in a chaotic envi-
ronment. A behavior-based robotic system architecture provides a robot with various
behaviors that can independently deal with specific situations in order to accomplish a
unique goal in a timely manner.
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2.3 Motion Capture
Each of the described programming strategies have helped researchers determine how
their robotic platforms will respond to various input stimuli; however, without the ade-
quate sensing ability, the system may never receive the appropriate input and conse-
quently never execute the appropriate command sequences at the appropriate times.
Regardless of the programming strategy, mimicking human motion data is difficult be-
cause of the necessity to know the motion that needs to be executed at its precise
timing, i.e. predicting human motion in real time is an unfavorable feat. Rather than
attempting to guess the motion, the use of a motion capture systems is advantageous
to relay joint information and motion.
An important aspect of motion capture is being able to select relevant information
to relay to a robot. Sometimes the sensing system sends the robot more information
than the robot is able to respond to. This can consequently affect the processing speed
of the system if a share of the robot’s computational resources are dedicated to the
storage and manipulation of irrelevant data. Therefore, it is important that the robot in
conjunction with the sensory system be able to decipher which sensed information is
relevant to the goal and then decide how the robot should proceed to accomplish that
task, e.g. [7]. For example, if a humanoid is trying to mimic the action of a human
opening a door and notices that the human nods their head, the robot needs to be able
to comprehend that the nodding of the head was not essential to the opening of the
door.
2.3.1 Three-dimensional Motion Capture
Various systems have been developed that capture human motion. Human motion is
commonly analyzed by three-dimensional motion capture systems. One style includes
placing markers on a human’s limbs and joints (See Figure 4a) while multiple cameras
relay images to a computer system. Typically, these systems segment many image
9
(a) Marker Placement (b) Skeletal Fit
Figure 4: 3D Motion Capture
buffy.eecs.berkeley.edu
frames while using either feature extraction algorithms or pose estimation methods to
match shapes or limb lengths to a human model similar to a stick figure (See Figure
4b), e.g. [1] and [32].
2.3.2 Depth Frame Motion Capture
A method that has simplified the real-time tracking of human poses relies on the use of
single frame depth cameras. This method requires less equipment and initial setup than
the three-dimensional motion capture system since multiple camera views and markers
are not used. A two-dimensional array similar to a photographic image is created,
but instead of color information, this array is composed of distance measurements, as
explained in [42]. This data structure relays the scene information from the camera
to the robot as shown in Figure 5. First, distance measurements are smoothed to
remove some of the noise, then an algorithm is used to identify people. One algorithm,
10
Figure 5: 2D Depth Frame Image Representation
(The varying color represents distance measurements)
described in [49], scans across an entire array or image to locate regions that may
contain a person’s head. After the possible head regions have been identified, a 3D
head model is matched for a final estimation. Then a region growing algorithm is used
to find the person’s whole body from the image contour.
2.3.3 Stereo Vision Motion Capture
A third way to capture human pose information is with stereo vision cameras. A stereo
vision camera can produce depth information in a similar fashion as human sight. This
is done by obtaining two different views of a particular scene, like human binocular
vision, and comparing the two results. The discrepancies between the two images re-
veal the distance to an object as explained in [4] and [26]. Specifically, the differences
between the two images are inversely proportional to the distance to the object, as de-
picted in Figure 6. Once the depth information is extracted, the human pose information
can be computed with pose estimation or contour matching in a similar fashion to the
11
Figure 6: Stereo Vision Disparity
Stereo images (top), disparity (middle), and reconstruction (bottom).
mathworks.com/discovery/stereo-vision.html
previously described methods.
Regardless of the method chosen to locate a human and their pose, human motion
or activity can be tracked from multiple image sequences, e.g. [1]. These image se-
quences can be parsed in a variety of ways to either analyze joint by joint information
or entire body motion.
2.4 Human Motion Analysis
Robot advancement in the area of mimicking human motion requires the development
of a way to characterize human motion and a way to map human motion onto a robotic
platform, as explained in [14]. Understanding the way humans move is a basic building
block on which motion mimicry can be achieved. Once human motion or activity is
captured, the way a human moves can be analyzed.
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2.4.1 Quantification of Human Motion
The development of robotics within the realm of engineering and control has perceived
human motion as joints, endpoints, and the corresponding motion trajectories. Con-
versely, a development from a standpoint based in the arts has characterized and
quantified various qualities associated with different styles of motion, as presented in
[24]. Through this artistic approach, human motion can be accurately described and
robotic imitation can appear lifelike because the influence of various factors, such as
its us of space, weight, and time, can be weighted to modify a particular motion qual-
ity. For example the use of a motion quality reflecting space, or the freedom to drift
from a prescribed motion as described in [24], can be weighted to one extreme such
that motion trajectories appear carefree and ignorant of the prescribed motion, whereas
the other extreme would aggressively track a reference motion. Bridging together the
study of motion from an artistic perspective as well as that of an engineer has devel-
oped frameworks that better understand human motion and allowed humanoid robots
to produce lifelike mimicry.
2.4.2 Motion Mapping
Following the identification of motion characteristics, the method for transferring the
motion to a robotic platform must be addressed. If the chosen humanoid robot has the
ability to move in approximately the same way as a human (possesses the same DoF),
then motion mimicry can be as simple as mapping corresponding joint angles from the
human to the robot. This direct mapping of joint positions can be done using the infor-
mation collected from the motion capture systems in conjunction with kinematic models
of the robotic platform, e.g. [28]. Sometimes, this direct mapping introduces unseen
problems as the joints in the robotic platform are limited and unable to move with the
same range of motion as a human; therefore, the robot motions must be weighted so
that the mimicked motion can be preserved while remaining within the bounds the robot
13
can execute, as discussed in [37].
Robots have varying DoF, and as such are limited in their ability to move when com-
pared to a human. Because of this, it is important for a robot that is mimicking human
motion data to be able to identify which information obtained from the observed motion
data is relevant to its task. This goes hand-in-hand with the selection of information
that is relayed from the motion capture system to the robot as explained in Section 2.3.
Some of the information may not be of much interest to the robotic platform depending
on its limitations; therefore, the robot must be able to observe the motion and decide
how it can best mimic that motion using its optimal body components as explained in
[7].
2.5 Previous Work
Various researchers have already combined these described algorithms, structures,
and methods for developing autonomous robotic systems that provide real-time motion
mimicry of captured human motion data. As discussed at the beginning of this thesis,
robotic systems are found throughout everyday life. The following examples will show
how mimicry of human motion by humanoids has expanded to many industries such as
entertainment and service.
One novel use of mimicking human motion on a humanoid robot to imitate and teach
life skills to children with autism was presented in [13] (See Figure 7a). Researchers
found that children who have difficulties interacting with other children were willing to
interact with robots as “toys” that help facilitate learning and growth [38]. To capture
motion, the researchers developed a special shirt that utilized strategically placed col-
ors to highlight the joints of interest. Joint motion was extracted from a series of frames
relayed from a stereo vision camera with each joint being specified as the center of
each color on the shirt. Since this method relayed a lot of information, key frames were
identified as those that had large angular velocities or accelerations. These key frames
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(a) Teach Life Skills to Children with
Autism [13]
(b) Real-Time Motion Mimicry [11]
(c) Human Mimicry on Marionette
[50]
(d) Mimicry to Preserve Traditional
Dance [33]
Figure 7: Human Motion Mimicry Previous Work
were used with cubic spline interpolation to build a smooth robotic motion trajectory to
approximate the observed motion. The mimicked motion of this system was delayed by
roughly 3.0 seconds to allow for processing time.
Another humanoid system was built to mimic real-time motion of a human subject
in [11] (See Figure 7b). This system was controlled by a cluster of six computers ded-
icated to motion control and vision. Rather than using markers or specially fabricated
clothing to detect a human subject, a stereo vision camera and complex kinematic
model of the human body were interfaced to segment a human from the environment.
Once the human was located, joint positions were extracted. The humanoid robot had
a high DoF, similar to that of a human, and as such a direct mapping to the robot joints
was implemented. Motion primitives were produced to individualize arm motion. The
speed of the computer cluster made this humanoid capable of mimicking motion in near
real-time. Since image processing only took 17 milliseconds to detect the human pose,
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the biggest limitation to the delay of this mimicry method was the 30 Hz frame rate of
the camera.
A third example of mimicry by robots was designed for human entertainment, e.g.
[50]. This example involved mimicking human motion on a marionette (See Figure
7c). Marionette puppets are difficult to master. Similarly, programming a computer to
produce the many possible combinations of motions or gestures of marionettes would
be difficult. Rather than programming all the motion possibilities, these researchers
recorded full-body human motion with three-dimensional motion capture systems and
pre-placed markers on the subject. An inverse kinematic model was used to identify
the joint position and desired motion. Since a marionette is connected to the motor
controls via strings, a dynamical model of potential energy was introduced to model
the effects of gravity, and a controller was designed to minimize swing. The desired
motion was created from a combination of these controllers. Since the marionette has
a lower DoF than a human body, adaptations were necessary to remove motions that
were not possible to mimic. The motion mimicry for this example was executed every
50 milliseconds.
In some motion imitation robotic systems, rather than executing mimicry in real
time, imitation is developed off-line. The skills are demonstrated while the system pre-
processes the data, then the system becomes capable of executing the imitation at a
later time as explained in [41]. One project of this sort involved preserving traditional
dances by allowing a robot to first observe the motion, then imitate it at a later time, as
presented in [33] (See Figure 7d). Many cultural and traditional dances are being lost
as fewer successors learn and perform these dances. These researchers realized the
potential value of a system that could retain this cultural heritage. Thirty-two markers
were strategically placed on a dancer’s body. Three-dimensional motion capture sys-
tems recorded the human motion and relayed it to an inverse kinematics algorithm that
identified the dancer’s poses. To help facilitate the balance of the humanoid robot, task
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primitives were developed for lower body movement while upper body motions were
mapped directly from the inverse kinematics of the captured data. A “learning from ob-
servation” algorithm was developed that resulted in the robot extracting specific tasks
from a database to best model the motion of the lower body while deciding itself how to
mimic the motion of the upper body. After the robot observed and processed a dance
routine, it was then fully capable of imitating it at later times.
These described robotic systems have shown how various research teams have
used mimicry for the entertainment, education, and aid of humankind. However, there
is still more work to be done to understand how robots mimic motion and determine how
for themselves how to move. In [5], one researcher stated that the study of robot motion
mimicry has been at the forefront of distinguishing the desired behavior of how robots
should move. Further research in autonomous robotics including the development of a
simplified behavior-based algorithm for human/robot mimicry will help us to answer the
question of how robots should behave and how they can best mimic human motion.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMAL BEHAVIOR COMPOSITION
In the preceding chapter we discussed the background and motivation for mimicry,
including the various advances in technology that help make mimicry of captured hu-
man motion possible. Various methods of robot programming, motion capture, and
motion analysis as well as several successful developed mimicry systems were dis-
cussed.
In this chapter, we will explain the development of the optimal behavior composition
for robotics architecture. As we learned in Chapter 2, the academic literature contains
various examples of robotic systems that are capable of mimicking human motion data.
However, in one article [27], it was concluded that there is still a need for continued
research in the field of human and robot interactions involving mimicry. The authors ex-
plained their desire for the development of an architecture that allows for the combining
of various motion primitives into a general system. The method presented in this thesis
does just that.
The research presented in this thesis differs from work already explored in the field
of humanoid mimicry of captured human motion data. Specifically, this method de-
velops a technique to compose human/robot mimicry from a behavior-based design
standpoint. In this research, behaviors, or motion primitives, will be chosen and stored
within a library. Optimality conditions will serve as the basis for determining the appro-
priate weight of each motion primitive. It will be shown that for this framework the best,
referring to the optimal, choice for mimicry is a sum of optimally weighted versions of
the motions within the library.
The intent of this algorithm is not to predict human motion nor capture motion and
map it to corresponding joints, but to imitate it. We are interested in running this method
in near real-time. We do not want to record all of the data, process it, and later compose
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the mimicry, but wish to do all the steps in an overlapped and parallel process.
3.1 Behavior-based Design
As was stated earlier in Section 2.2, it would be quite tedious, and possibly impossible,
to program robot motions for every action that a human can perform. Likewise, due to
the unpredictable nature of human motion, a learning approach to endow a robot with
the capabilities to mimic human motion may be time consuming. This thesis provides
a solution to this otherwise difficult task by asking another question. Is it possible to
compose a more sophisticated motion by somehow combining programmed behaviors?
Perhaps then we would have the best of both methods: a small library of motions and
the ability to adapt to a sensed environment.
Central to this idea of integrating a small library with the ability to adapt to the
surrounding environment is the behavior-based architecture. This thesis produces a
mimicked motion from the composition of optimized preprogrammed motions for each
joint, thus emphasizing the behavior-based design. A behavior-based design strategy
differs from the tactics of former research projects that involved a direct mapping of
motion from limbs and joints of the captured human model to the robotic platform.
3.2 Optimization
A discussion of optimization is presented here for completeness and to explain how
the presented method can ensure that the best possible mimicry, given a set of motion
primitives, can be guaranteed. Optimization by calculus is used when we look for the
largest or smallest value that a function can return. In the simplest class of optimiza-
tion problems, the problem consists of finding the values on an arbitrary number of
parameters or inputs that will maximize or minimize a real function as explained in [10].
This optimization produces a set of parameters, that if used as inputs, guarantees the
maximum or minimum valued output for a given function.
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In this thesis we will use the term “weight” as this arbitrary parameter that is used to
maximize or minimize our function. The weight will rank the influence that a particular
input has on the result. Since not every motion primitive needs to be present when
mimicking captured motion data, the individual motions within the set of preselected
motion primitives will need to be weighted so that the motions which best mimic the
captured motion are most heavily present. Also, the weighting factors for the motions
that do not mimic any portion of the captured motion need to be minimized such that
these motions appear absent in the composition of the produced mimicry.
Selecting the appropriate value for the weighting factors is attained by the optimiza-
tion of a cost function. A cost function is the mathematical function that describes
what we are attempting to maximize or minimize with our input parameters. In our
case, we desire a cost function that describes mimicry of captured human motion by a
robot. An exact replica of the motion should produce no mimicry error, while no motion
would produce an error equal to the motion we are trying to replicate. A cost function
that describes the error between the captured human motion and the best mimicry ap-
proximation that can be performed by the robot has been identified as the difference
between the two. The minimization of this cost function provides the necessary weight-
ing factors to be multiplied by the corresponding primitives within the preselected set of
motions. Once these weighting factors have been identified, the weighted set of pre-
defined motions are summed into a single motion which can be executed by a robot
and interpreted by humans as mimicry. As this optimization problem is essential to this
thesis, it will be explained in detail.
3.2.1 Derivation of Optimal Behavior Composition for Robotics
A cost function, shown in Equation 1, defines the error over a period of time T for which
mimicry will occur between the captured human motion, described by the reference
trajectory H(t), and the presumed best mimicry that can be performed by a robot,
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||H(t)−R(t) ||2 dt (1)
In our architecture a humanoid robot will be programmed withN behaviors or motion
primitives, each stored in a library. The robot’s approximated motion mimicry is formed
from the summation of weighted motion primitives stored in this library as shown in





In order to minimize our cost function, we make it a function of the input weighting







αiRi(t) ||2 dt (3)
We will now explain how the optimization of this cost function reveals the optimal
choice for the input weighting parameters such that the minimum error between the
produced mimicry and the captured human motion is achieved. The first step is to

















αjRj(t)] } dt (4)
We then use differentiation to find the input parameter weighting where a minimum
occurs. This is done by differentiating Equation 4 with respect to the kth weighting
factor (αk) and setting the result equal to zero (Note that the scalar multiple of 2 is not










αjRj(t)) dt = 0 (5)
Two variables are defined from Equation 5. Φk (Equation 6) is the inner product of
the kth motion primitive Rk(t) and the captured motion H(t). Ψk,j (Equation 7) is the
inner product of the kth motion primitive Rk(t) with the jth motion primitive Rj(t), where








RTk (t)Rj(t) dt (7)
The minimized error we found by differentiating our cost equation in Equation 5 can
now be described using Φk and Ψk,j . This is shown in Equation 8.
0 = −Φk + Ψk,1 α1 + Ψk,2 α2 + ...+ Ψk,N αN (8)
Since we defined our problem as having N motion primitives, k is in the range of
1 ≤ k ≤ N , meaning we could differentiate our cost function with respect to the first,
second, or N th motion primitive weighting factor. If we differentiate the cost function N
times, once for each value of k, and store the results in matrix form, we produce matrix
and vector notations for Φ, Ψ and α. Φ is defined as an Nx1 column vector, as shown
in Equation 9. Ψ can be defined as an NxN matrix, shown in Equation 10. And α is an
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We use the matrix notation shown in Equation 12 to simplify our cost minimization
problem.
0 = −Φ + Ψα (12)
Solving the matrix notation of our minimized cost for α, the vector of the appropriate
weightings, produces Equation 13.
α = Ψ−1Φ (13)
Equation 13 demonstrates the simplicity of the optimal behavior composition method.
To reiterate the components of this equation, Ψ is a matrix composed of the inner prod-
uct of various motion primitives and Φ is a column vector of the inner product of the
captured human motion with each motion primitive. This equation demonstrates how
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the appropriate weighting α for each of the motion primitives can be found exclusively
from the human motion data and the motion primitive library. Because of the optimality
conditions, we know that this is the best mimicry we can obtain for the defined behav-
iors.
3.3 Library Selection
An integral part of this research is to achieve a good mimicry or approximation of human
motion data. Several limitations exist that may affect how well the mimicry will appear
like the captured human motion. These limitations include the DoF of the robot, the
method to capture the human motion, as well as the choice of motion primitives. This
section will discuss the importance of motion primitive selection since the derivation
revealed that each defined set of motions primitives will influence the produced mimicry
differently.
Often the best mimicry that can be performed by a robot is limited by the robot’s
ability to move, i.e. its DoF. In addition to this physical limitation, mimicry can be affected
by imposed constraints that further limit the robot’s motion. For example, if a robot
limb can physically move through a three-dimensional space, it could still be restricted
to motion in a two-dimensional vertical plane (by not using a specified motor, etc.).
Another example could include the constraint imposed on one limb to track the motion
of another limb, requiring both limbs to move together. This thesis demonstrates how
well complex motions, that do not have these limitations, can be approximated using a
limited library made up of simplified motions. The development of the optimal behavior
composition method demonstrates the effectiveness of behavior-based optimization to
mimic any motion.
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Figure 8: Fourier Transform of Captured Human Arm Motion
3.3.1 Selection of Sinusoidal Motion Primitives
In order for mimicry to be achieved without having a foreknowledge of the motions that
will be executed, motion primitives that are both unique and frequently observed in
human motion need to be selected. These primitives will serve as building blocks for
the composed motion mimicry.
Human motion is cyclic in nature. Many human motions follows simple, repetitive,
curved trajectories such as walking, waving an arm, or jumping; hence, sinusoids make
good approximations to model these motions, as is shown in [47]. We selected sinu-
soids with varying frequencies for our library. A Fourier analysis was performed on
captured human arm motion, shown in Figure 8, to identify ideal frequencies. The anal-
ysis revealed that in our captured motion most of the frequency content with the highest
amplitudes were below 2 Hz, with amplitude increasing as frequency decreased. We
picked sinusoids that exhibited the same characteristic. Five motion primitives were
selected and are presented in Table 1.
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Optimal Behavior Composition Algorithm
(a) Mimicking H(t) = sin(1.5t)



















Optimal Behavior Composition Algorithm
(b) Mimicking H(t) = sin(1.5t)
Figure 9: Using Optimal Behavior Composition to Mimic Sinusoids






3.3.2 Demonstration of Effectiveness of Selected Motion Primitives
We now demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm and the defined behaviors in
mimicking sinusoidal trajectories. The reason for showing these results is to demon-
strate to the reader that the output motion as produced by the summation of the optimal
weightings of the motion primitives does produce a sinusoid that mimics the reference
trajectory. The following examples show simulations demonstrating the mimicking of
constant frequency sinusoids over a period of five seconds. The five sinusoidal be-
haviors defined in Table 1 were used. The optimal behavior composition algorithm
determined the appropriate weightings for the best mimicry of two different sinusoidal
motions, H(t) = sin(1.5t) (See Figure 9a) and H(t) = sin(0.667t) (See Figure 9b).
Take note that neither of these motions are part of the set of predefined motion primi-
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tives. The values for the weightings of the five motion primitive sinusoids are displayed
in Table 2, where αi corresponds to the weight of the motion primitive Ri(t) from Table
1. The mimicked trajectory, also shown in Figures 9a and 9b, is the summation of the
weightings multiplied by their respective motion primitives as given in Equation 2.
Table 2: Weighting Factors for Examples of Mimicking Sinusoids
Function to Mimic αi value Function to Mimic αi value
H(t) = sin(1.5t) α1 0.2982 H(t) = sin(0.667t) α1 0.4741
α2 -0.0933 α2 0.4486
α3 0.7617 α3 -0.6242
α4 -0.5310 α4 -0.1266
α5 -0.0314 α5 -0.0084
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CHAPTER 4
DEMONSTRATION OF OPTIMAL BEHAVIOR COMPOSITION
Chapter 3 explained the development of the optimal behavior composition algorithm
for robotics. The derivation of our algorithm was discussed, the selection of sinusoidal
behaviors was presented, and the effectiveness of the chosen behaviors in mimicking
sinusoidal trajectories was shown. In this chapter we present the equipment we se-
lected for an implementation of our algorithm to mimic human arm motion and display
these results.
4.1 Capturing Human Motion Data
As was explained in Section 2.3, the ability to capture human motion is essential to
producing realistic mimicry. For the purposes of this research, we selected the XBox
Kinect (See Figure 10), which is built on the two-dimensional depth frame architecture
as explained in Section 2.3.2, [30], and [42].
Because the depth field camera alone is unable to determine the pose of the hu-
Figure 10: Kinect Depth Frame Camera
xbox.com/en-US/kinect
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Figure 11: PrimeSense Anatomical Landmarks from Depth Frame Image
edge-online.com
man subject, another resource was necessary to capture the pose of the subject. This
capture was done by a skeletal tracking algorithm developed by PrimeSense, whose
method is documented in [20]. This algorithm reconstructs a human pose from anatom-
ical landmarks detected and tracked in the depth frame image, as stated in [43] and
[52]. These anatomical landmarks consist of 15 joints which each have an XYZ coor-
dinate (X being distance in front of the camera, Y being the height above the camera,
and Z being the distance right or left from the camera) relative to the camera (See
Figure 11). Each of these joint locations are given a unique name that corresponds
to the human subject, such as head, torso, left elbow, right foot, etc. A C++ program
(found in Appendix A) was written to read these anatomical landmark positions, or joint
XYZ coordinates, and convert them to roll, pitch and yaw angles of the corresponding
joint using inverse kinematic equations. Roll is defined as a rotation about the camera
frame’s X axis, pitch is a rotation about the camera frame’s Z axis, and yaw is a rotation
about the Y axis.
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Figure 12: Aldebaran NAO Humanoid Robot
4.2 Humanoid Robot
The Aldebaran NAO was chosen as the humanoid for this project (See Figure 12). The
NAO is an autonomous robot that exhibits 25 DoF. It is nearly 23 inches tall and weighs
approximately 10 pounds. The NAO is a good choice for this thesis because it features
5 DoF in each of its arms, which is similar to the 7 DoF in a human arm. Also, the
shoulders and elbows are able to rotate at rates upwards of 400 degrees per second
as stated in [15], which makes mimicry of quick motions feasible. The examples in this
thesis primarily demonstrate the mimicry of arm motion, for this reason the left and right
arm joints of the NAO as well as the names and directions for the rotations are included
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Joint Rotations and Zeroed Locations
community.aldebaran-robotics.com
4.3 Communication
Once the various hardware components were selected, the next step was to come up
with a method to send information between the different platforms. ROS is a flexible
framework for writing robot programs, as described in [39]. It includes a collection of
tools and libraries for a variety of hardware components. ROS was chosen to link our
hardware together because its interface provided communication between our various
platforms. In ROS, various hardware or software components are referred to as nodes.
Communication in ROS is made available between nodes by publishing and subscrib-
ing to specific channels referred to as topics.
We configured a laptop to serve as the central hub for the ROS environment. We
then setup the depth frame camera as a node that published depth frame information.
The skeletal tracking algorithm subscribed to this data and in turn published joint lo-
cation data. An algorithm was written to solve the inverse kinematic equations to find
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Figure 14: Humanoid and Supporting Hardware Setup for Motion Mimicry
www.myfoxatlanta.com/story/23970664/almost-humans-being-created-now-at-georgia-tech
joint angle positions. This algorithm, a C++ program (found in Appendix A), subscribed
to the joint coordinates relayed from the skeletal tracking algorithm and converted this
information to joint angle positions. Our optimal behavior composition algorithm (a C++
program found in Appendix B), as described in Section 3.2.1, received the joint position
data and computed the appropriate weightings for the best motion mimicry. The opti-
mal behavior composition algorithm also composed the motion to be executed by the
robot and relayed it to the robot. The hardware components of this configuration during
mimicry are shown in Figure 14.
4.4 Implementation
The implementation of the optimal behavior composition algorithm in computer code
required the definition of a time interval over which mimicry would occur. This time
interval, as discussed when describing the discovery of a cost function in Section 3.2.1,
is the basic unit when mimicry will be computed. Changing this interval will adjust the
weightings of the motion primitives because the optimal weightings are produced from
inner products of time based trajectories from the motion primitive library and captured
motion data. In our code, the time frame was defined as a global constant. This
allowed the value of the time frame to be easily changed, if needed, for a particular
implementation or desired behavior. For the following results section, a five second
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Figure 15: Addition of PI Controller for Smoothing
time interval was chosen.
4.4.1 Addition of PI controller
Initially, the output of our algorithm both in simulation and on the robotic platform re-
vealed a discontinuity in the mimicked motion trajectory near the end and beginning of
sequential time intervals. One example of this output motion trajectory discontinuity is
shown in Figure 15 at roughly 45 and 50 seconds of the Optimal Behavior Composition
trajectory. (Note the five second delay between captured motion and the composed
mimicry has been removed for the construction of Figure 15 so that the relationship
between the composed motion and the captured motion can be easily seen). The
discontinuities are present because the algorithm does not take into account the out-
put value of the controller from the previous iteration. In order to eliminate this abrupt
change in joint position, we added a PI controller. This generic controller provides a
way to gradually change an output to match a stepped input. PI controllers calculate
the difference between a current process value and a desired reference point. The
controller gradually minimizes the error by adjusting the process output to equal the
desired reference value. This smoothing effect of the added PI controller is also shown
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in Figure 15 as the PI Regulated Motion curve.
4.5 Results
One objective of this thesis was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed opti-
mal behavior composition for robotics algorithm. In this section, we present an example
of human arm motion mimicry that was produced from our method. This example used
the chosen library of motion primitives that were presented in Table 1. Figure 16 shows
twelve time sequential frames of captured human motion as well as the corresponding
pose of the robot at the same instant. Figures 17-24 show the trajectories of the eight
arm joints that were mimicked by this example. These figures show both the captured
human motion and the PI regulated output of the optimal behavior composition routine
for the same motion mimicry as displayed in Figure 16. (Note the five second delay
between captured motion and the composed mimicry has been removed for the con-
struction of Figures 16-24 so that the relationship between the composed motion and
the captured motion can be easily seen). In the subfigures of Figure 16, we see that the
instantaneous captured poses of the humanoid robot match the corresponding poses
of the human. The close resemblance of the poses through the entirety of the motion
is verified through the observation of Figures 17-24. In these figures, we see that the
motion that was performed by the robot followed the same general trajectory as the
captured human motion. While looking at the motion trajectories for each of the hu-
man and robot joints, one may notice that the two do not exactly match. In some short
time intervals, the two differ significantly; however, these short discrepancies are not
easily observed by humans in the executed motion mimicry, as humans generally do
not notice these slight differences in individualized joint angles. Instead, the human’s
interpretation of the visual mimicry places more emphasis on the general orientation of
the limbs, a characteristic that is preserved by this algorithm.
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(a) Time = 22.5 seconds (b) Time = 23.433 seconds
(c) Time = 25 seconds (d) Time = 25.667 seconds
Figure 16: Humanoid Mimicry of Captured Human Data
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(e) Time = 28.067 seconds (f) Time = 28.767 seconds
(g) Time = 29.767 seconds (h) Time = 30.933 seconds
Figure 16 continued
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(i) Time = 32 seconds (j) Time = 32.667 seconds
(k) Time = 33.7 seconds (l) Time = 38.767 seconds
Figure 16 continued
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Figure 17: Left Should Pitch Trajectories




















Figure 18: Left Should Roll Trajectories
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Figure 19: Left Elbow Yaw Trajectories




















Figure 20: Left Elbow Roll Trajectories
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Figure 21: Right Should Pitch Trajectories




















Figure 22: Right Should Roll Trajectories
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Figure 23: Right Elbow Yaw Trajectories
























In this thesis we developed a simplified technique to help fill a void of behavior-
based methods of human/robot interactions involving mimicry. Our architecture built
upon the principles of behavior-based robotics and added the selection of appropriate
weightings of predefined motion primitives using calculus optimization. We have shown
that this method produces the best mimicry for a given set of motion primitives and is
able to produce a lifelike representation of the captured human motion on a humanoid
robot.
Part of the intent in the development of this method was to compose continuous
fluid motion to mimic human motion data; however, we discovered that the transitions
between composition intervals of the computed motion mimicry were abrupt. We solved
this issue by adding a PI controller to smooth these transitions, as discussed in Section
4.4.1.
This thesis successfully achieved its objectives: (1) identification of a mathematical
formula that can be used to compose robot mimicry from motion primitives, which was
presented in Section 3.2, and (2) the demonstration of the effectiveness of this formula,
which was shown in Sections 3.3.2 and 4.5.
In the future, additional work could be studied to identify behaviors that not only




Joint Angle Conversion from Skeletal Data
1 /∗
∗ Paul Bartholomew Feb 2014
∗ Read J o i n t Angles from OpenNi s k e l e t a l t r a c k i n g sof tware rece ived from
XBOX Kinect data
∗ t r a n s l a t e the in fo rma t i on to j o i n t angles to determine the human pose
∗ /
6
# inc lude " ros / ros . h "
# inc lude " t f / tfMessage . h "
# inc lude " nao_msgs / JointAnglesWithSpeed . h "
# inc lude < s t r i n g >
11 # inc lude <vector >
# inc lude <math . h>
/ / / / LIST OF VARIABLES
16 / / e x t r a c t i o n o f k i n e c t j o i n t name
std : : s t r i n g t fJointName ;
/ / constant " / camera " we don ’ t want to inc lude these elements i n the k i n e c t
s k e l e t a l a r ray
const s td : : s t r i n g dontIncludeCameraTFs ( " / camera " ) ;
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/ / constant " / head " which i s the f i r s t element publ ished by the k i n e c t
const s td : : s t r i n g head ( " / head_1 " ) ;
/ / e x t r a c t i o n s f o r k i n e c t t r a n s l a t i o n a l vec to r data
26 f l o a t Depth_X ;
f l o a t Right_Y ;
f l o a t Height_Z ;
/ / a r rays which keep a l l j o i n t names and angles to be sent to NAO robot
31 std : : vector <s td : : s t r i n g > naoJointNames ( 0 ) ;
s td : : vector < f l o a t > naoJointAngles ( 0 ) ;
/ / a r ray to keep l i s t o f k i n e c t j o i n t names
std : : vector <s td : : s t r i n g > tfNames ( 0 ) ;
36 / / a r ray to keep l i s t o f k i n e c t j o i n t angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > t fDepth ( 0 ) ;
s td : : vector < f l o a t > t f R i g h t ( 0 ) ;
s td : : vector < f l o a t > t f H e i g h t ( 0 ) ;
41 / / v a r i a b l es f o r the xyz vec to rs
/ / L e f t Shoulder
f l o a t LS_Depth , LS_Right , LS_Height ;
/ / L e f t Elbow
f l o a t LE_Depth , LE_Right , LE_Height ;
46 / / L e f t Hand
f l o a t LH_Depth , LH_Right , LH_Height ;
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/ / R ight Shoulder
f l o a t RS_Depth , RS_Right , RS_Height ;
/ / R ight Elbow
51 f l o a t RE_Depth , RE_Right , RE_Height ;
/ / R ight Hand
f l o a t RH_Depth , RH_Right , RH_Height ;
/ / v a r i a b l es f o r squar ing up model
56 f l o a t Zeroed_Depth , Zeroed_Right , SquareRol l ;
/ / Arm Segments
f l o a t LBicep_Right_unsq , LBicep_Depth_unsq , LForearm_Right_unsq ,
LForearm_Depth_unsq ;
f l o a t RBicep_Right_unsq , RBicep_Depth_unsq , RForearm_Right_unsq ,
RForearm_Depth_unsq ;
61 f l o a t LBicep_Height , LBicep_Right , LBicep_Depth , LForearm_Height ,
LForearm_Right , LForearm_Depth ;
f l o a t RBicep_Height , RBicep_Right , RBicep_Depth , RForearm_Height ,
RForearm_Right , RForearm_Depth ;
/ / un−Pitched Arm segments
f l o a t LBicep_Depth_unpitch , RBicep_Depth_unpitch , LForearm_Depth_unpitch ,
RForearm_Depth_unpitch , LForearm_Height_unpitch , RForearm_Height_unpitch
;
66 f l o a t LForearm_Depth_unrol l , RForearm_Depth_unroll , LForearm_Right_unrol l ,
RForearm_Right_unrol l , LForearm_Right_unyaw , RForearm_Right_unyaw ;
/ / v a r i a b l es f o r NAO angles
f l o a t LShoulderRol l , LShoulderPi tch , RShoulderRoll , RShoulderPitch ;
f l o a t LElbowRoll , LElbowYaw , RElbowRoll , RElbowYaw ;
71
/ / v a r i a b l es f o r NAO msg parameters
/ / f r a c t i o n o f maximum j o i n t v e l o c i t y [ 0 : 1 ]
f l o a t speed ;
/ / abso lu te angle (0 i s d e f a u l t ) or r e l a t i v e change
76 u i n t 8 _ t r e l ;
/ / Funct ion to conver t K inect Vectors i n t o P i t ch and Ro l l angles f o r NAO
j o i n t s
vo id convertXYZvectorsToAngles ( )
81 {
/ / get a shoulder , elbow , and hand vec to rs from Kinect / t f data
/ / Note : Data i s Mi r ro red swi tch Right and L e f t to unmi r ro r
/ / l e f t shoulder i s elements 3
RS_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 3 ) ;
86 RS_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 3 ) ;
RS_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 3 ) ;
/ / l e f t elbow i s element 4
RE_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 4 ) ;
RE_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 4 ) ;
91 RE_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 4 ) ;
/ / l e f t hand i s element 5
RH_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 5 ) ;
44
RH_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 5 ) ;
RH_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 5 ) ;
96 / / r i g h t shoulder i s element 6
LS_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 6 ) ;
LS_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 6 ) ;
LS_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 6 ) ;
/ / r i g h t elbow i s element 7
101 LE_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 7 ) ;
LE_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 7 ) ;
LE_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 7 ) ;
/ / r i g h t hand i s element 8
LH_Depth = t fDepth . a t ( 8 ) ;
106 LH_Right = t f R i g h t . a t ( 8 ) ;
LH_Height = t f H e i g h t . a t ( 8 ) ;
/ / / / BUILD ARMS FROM SEGMENTS
111 / / Arm i s generated from one bone extending from Shoulder to Elbow and
anther from the Elbow to the Hand
/ / L e f t Arm
LBicep_Height = LE_Height−LS_Height ;
LBicep_Right_unsq = LE_Right−LS_Right ;
LBicep_Depth_unsq = LE_Depth−LS_Depth ;
116 LForearm_Height = LH_Height−LE_Height ;
LForearm_Right_unsq = LH_Right−LE_Right ;
LForearm_Depth_unsq = LH_Depth−LE_Depth ;
/ / R ight Arm
RBicep_Height = RE_Height−RS_Height ;
121 RBicep_Right_unsq = RE_Right−RS_Right ;
RBicep_Depth_unsq = RE_Depth−RS_Depth ;
RForearm_Height = RH_Height−RE_Height ;
RForearm_Right_unsq = RH_Right−RE_Right ;
RForearm_Depth_unsq = RH_Depth−RE_Depth ;
126
/ / / / F i r s t Find the vec to r between the shoulders and use i t to square up the
model w i th the camera
/ / Assume the shoulders are a t the same height , f i n d the r o t a t i o n
perpend icu la r to the camera to square up the model
Zeroed_Depth = RS_Depth − LS_Depth ;
Zeroed_Right = RS_Right − LS_Right ;
131 SquareRol l = atan2(−Zeroed_Depth , Zeroed_Right ) ;
/ / Use a r o t a t i o n about the Height Axis to square up the model
/ / Here we use a transpose mat r i x about the v e r t i c a l ax is
/ / Use the standard r o t a t i o n mat r i x s ince both are r o t a t i o n about the
v e r t i c a l
136 / / [ Depth Square ] [ cos ( r o l l ) s in ( r o l l ) 0 ] [ Depth_unSquared ]
/ / [ R ight Square ] = [ −s in ( r o l l ) cos ( r o l l ) 0 ] ∗ [ Right_unSquared ]
/ / [ Height Square ] [ 0 0 1 ] [ Height_unSquared ]
/ /NOTE: Height Remains the same
141 / / Square up L e f t Side
LBicep_Depth = cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗LBicep_Depth_unsq+s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗
LBicep_Right_unsq ;
45
LBicep_Right = −s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗LBicep_Depth_unsq+cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗
LBicep_Right_unsq ;
LForearm_Depth = cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗LForearm_Depth_unsq+s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗
LForearm_Right_unsq ;
LForearm_Right = −s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗LForearm_Depth_unsq+cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗
LForearm_Right_unsq ;
146
/ / Square up Right Side
RBicep_Depth = cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗RBicep_Depth_unsq+s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗
RBicep_Right_unsq ;
RBicep_Right = −s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗RBicep_Depth_unsq+cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗
RBicep_Right_unsq ;
RForearm_Depth = cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗RForearm_Depth_unsq+s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗
RForearm_Right_unsq ;
151 RForearm_Right = −s in ( SquareRol l ) ∗RForearm_Depth_unsq+cos ( SquareRol l ) ∗
RForearm_Right_unsq ;
/ / / / OBTAIN PITCH AND ROLL ANGLES OF THE SHOULDER JOINTS
/ / P i t ch angle i s obta ined by the arc tangent o f the Depth vec to r and the
Height vec to r
LShoulderPi tch = atan2(−LBicep_Height , −LBicep_Depth ) ;
156 RShoulderPitch = atan2(−RBicep_Height , −RBicep_Depth ) ;
/ / Next un−p i t c h the arms about the " r i g h t " d i r e c t i o n ax is
Rotat ion_t ranspose mat r i x
/ / [ cos ( x ) 0 s in ( x ) ]
/ / Ro t_ r i gh t ^T = [ 0 1 0 ]
161 / / [ −s in ( x ) 0 cos ( x ) ]
/ /NOTE: Right remains the same , and Height should now be p r a c t i c a l l y zero
LBicep_Depth_unpitch = cos ( LShoulderPi tch ) ∗LBicep_Depth+s in ( LShoulderPi tch
) ∗LBicep_Height ;
RBicep_Depth_unpitch = cos ( RShoulderPitch ) ∗RBicep_Depth+s in (
RShoulderPitch ) ∗RBicep_Height ;
166 / / Also un−p i t c h forearm segments
LForearm_Depth_unpitch = cos ( LShoulderPi tch ) ∗LForearm_Depth+s in (
LShoulderPi tch ) ∗LForearm_Height ;
LForearm_Height_unpitch = −s in ( LShoulderPi tch ) ∗LForearm_Depth+cos (
LShoulderPi tch ) ∗LForearm_Height ;
RForearm_Depth_unpitch = cos ( RShoulderPitch ) ∗RForearm_Depth+s in (
RShoulderPitch ) ∗RForearm_Height ;
RForearm_Height_unpitch = −s in ( RShoulderPitch ) ∗RForearm_Depth+cos (
RShoulderPitch ) ∗RForearm_Height ;
171
/ / Ro l l angle can be ca l cu la ted from the arc tangent between what i s l e f t
i n the Right d i r e c t i o n VS Depth d i r e c t i o n
LShoulderRol l = atan2(−LBicep_Right ,−LBicep_Depth_unpitch ) ;
RShoulderRol l = atan2(−RBicep_Right ,−RBicep_Depth_unpitch ) ;
176 / / / / OBTAIN YAW AND ROLL OF THE ELBOW JOINTS
/ / un− r o l l the forearms about the v e r t i c a l " he igh t " ax is
/ / [ cos ( x ) s in ( x ) 0 ]
/ / Rot_height = [ −s in ( x ) cos ( x ) 0 ]
/ / [ 0 0 1 ]
46
181 LForearm_Depth_unrol l = cos ( LShoulderRol l ) ∗LForearm_Depth_unpitch+s in (
LShoulderRol l ) ∗LForearm_Right ;
LForearm_Right_unro l l = −s in ( LShoulderRol l ) ∗LForearm_Depth_unpitch+cos (
LShoulderRol l ) ∗LForearm_Right ;
RForearm_Depth_unroll = cos ( RShoulderRol l ) ∗RForearm_Depth_unpitch+s in (
RShoulderRol l ) ∗RForearm_Right ;
RForearm_Right_unrol l = −s in ( RShoulderRol l ) ∗RForearm_Depth_unpitch+cos (
RShoulderRol l ) ∗RForearm_Right ;
186 / / Find the Elbow Yaw angles
/ /NOTE: s ince the l e f t arm has a downward p o s i t i v e r o t a t i o n wh i le the
r i g h t arm has a upward p o s i t i v e r o t a t i o n ,
/ / these yaw angles do not i npu t the same signs f o r t h e i r d i r e c t i o n s
LElbowYaw = atan2(−LForearm_Height_unpitch , LForearm_Right_unro l l ) ;
RElbowYaw = atan2 ( RForearm_Height_unpitch , −RForearm_Right_unrol l ) ;
191
/ / un−yaw the forearms
/ / [ 1 0 0 ]
/ / Rot_depth ^T = [ 0 cos ( x ) −s in ( x ) ]
/ / [ 0 s in ( x ) cos ( x ) ]
196 / /NOTE: This should make the forearm he igh t data p r a c t i c a l l y zero
LForearm_Right_unyaw = cos ( LElbowYaw ) ∗LForearm_Right_unrol l−s in ( LElbowYaw )
∗LForearm_Height_unpitch ;
RForearm_Right_unyaw = cos (RElbowYaw) ∗RForearm_Right_unrol l−s in (RElbowYaw)
∗RForearm_Height_unpitch ;
/ / Las t l y , compute the Elbow Ro l l angles
201 LElbowRoll = atan2(−LForearm_Right_unyaw ,−LForearm_Depth_unrol l ) ;
RElbowRoll = atan2(−RForearm_Right_unyaw,−RForearm_Depth_unroll ) ;
/ / Emptying the o ld values from the name and angle ar rays
206 whi le ( ! naoJointNames . empty ( ) )
{
naoJointNames . pop_back ( ) ;
naoJointAngles . pop_back ( ) ;
}
211
/ / Put the new name and angle values i n t o t h e i r corresponding s t r u c t u r e s
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderPi tch " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( LShoulderPi tch ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderRol l " ) ;
216 naoJointAngles . push_back ( LShoulderRol l ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowYaw " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( LElbowYaw ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowRoll " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( LElbowRoll ) ;
221 naoJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderPitch " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( RShoulderPitch ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderRol l " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( RShoulderRol l ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( "RElbowYaw" ) ;
226 naoJointAngles . push_back (RElbowYaw) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " RElbowRoll " ) ;
47
naoJointAngles . push_back ( RElbowRoll ) ;
}
231
/ / Subscr iber : f u n c t i o n c a l l e d each t ime the Kinect pub l ishes new s k e l e t a l
data
vo id getTFvectors ( const t f : : tfMessage : : ConstPtr& msg)
{
236 / / get the j o i n t name
tfJointName = msg−>t ransforms [ 0 ] . ch i ld_ f rame_ id ;
/ / check to see i f the j o i n t i s a " / camera . . . " element
i f ( t fJo intName . compare (0 ,7 , dontIncludeCameraTFs ) !=0 )
{
241 / / get the X, Y, and Z coord ina tes f o r the k i n e c t j o i n t
Depth_X = msg−>t ransforms [ 0 ] . t rans form . t r a n s l a t i o n . x ;
Right_Y = msg−>t ransforms [ 0 ] . t rans form . t r a n s l a t i o n . y ;
Height_Z = msg−>t ransforms [ 0 ] . t rans form . t r a n s l a t i o n . z ;
246 / / The head element i s the f i r s t element the k i n e c t w i l l pub l i sh
/ / i t w i l l a l low us to begin our pars ing
i f ( t fJo intName . compare ( head ) ==0)
{
/ / the head element i s the s t a r t o f a new k i n e c t body pose
251 / / so c a l l a f u n c t i o n to empty the vec to r and t rans form the vec to rs
/ / i n t o angles the ta and ph i
/ / wa i t f o r l i s t to be leng th o f 15 before making f u n c t i o n c a l l
i f ( tfNames . s ize ( ) ==15)
{
256 / / New head element means we should pub l i sh the o ld k i n e c t
/ / ske le ton and c lea r out the ar ray before s t a r t i n g again
convertXYZvectorsToAngles ( ) ;
}
261 / / empty the X−Y−Z coord ina te ar rays
wh i le ( ! tfNames . empty ( ) )
{
tfNames . pop_back ( ) ;
t fDepth . pop_back ( ) ;
266 t f R i g h t . pop_back ( ) ;
t f H e i g h t . pop_back ( ) ;
}
/ / s to re " / head " element and xyz vec to r
tfNames . push_back ( t fJo intName ) ;
271 t fDepth . push_back ( Depth_X ) ;
t f R i g h t . push_back ( Right_Y ) ;
t f H e i g h t . push_back ( Height_Z ) ;
}




tfNames . push_back ( t fJo intName ) ;
48
t fDepth . push_back ( Depth_X ) ;
281 t f R i g h t . push_back ( Right_Y ) ;





vo id i n i t i a l i z e A r m s ( )
{
291 / / i n i t i a l i z e a l l the j o i n t s to be c o n t r o l l e d to zero
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderRol l " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderPi tch " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
296 naoJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowYaw " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowRoll " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderRol l " ) ;
301 naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderPitch " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
naoJointNames . push_back ( "RElbowYaw" ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
306 naoJointNames . push_back ( " RElbowRoll " ) ;
naoJointAngles . push_back ( 0 . 0 ) ;
}
311 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗argv )
{
/ / i n i t i a l i z e a node wi th name
ros : : i n i t ( argc , argv , " KinectRawJointAngles " ) ;
316
/ / c reate node handle
ros : : NodeHandle n ;
/ / c reate a f u n c t i o n to subscr ibe to a t o p i c
321 ros : : Subscr iber sub = n . subscr ibe ( " t f " , 1000 , getTFvectors ) ;
/ / c reate a f u n c t i o n to adve r t i se on a given t o p i c
ros : : Pub l i sher jo in t_ang les_pub = n . adver t i se <nao_msgs : :
JointAnglesWithSpeed >( " raw_ jo in t_ang les " ,1000) ;
326 / / choose the loop ing ra te
ros : : Rate loop_ra te ( 3 0 . 0 ) ;
/ / c reate message element to be f i l l e d w i th appropr ia te data to be
publ ished
nao_msgs : : JointAnglesWithSpeed msg ;
331
49
/ / i n i t i a l i z e arms to zero ;
i n i t i a l i z e A r m s ( ) ;
/ / loop
336 whi le ( ros : : ok ( ) )
{
/ / Put elements i n t o message f o r pub l i sh i ng t o p i c
msg . jo int_names = naoJointNames ; / / s t r i n g [ ] −From Nao Datasheet ( must be
ar ray )
341 msg . j o i n t _ a n g l e s = naoJointAngles ; / / f l o a t [ ] −In Radians ( must be ar ray )
speed = 0 . 5 ;
r e l = 0 ;
msg . speed = speed ; / / f l o a t
msg . r e l a t i v e = r e l ; / / u i n t 8
346
/ / pub l i sh
jo in t_ang les_pub . pub l i sh (msg) ;
/ / sp in once
351 ros : : spinOnce ( ) ;
/ / s leep
loop_ra te . s leep ( ) ;
}




Optimal Behavior Composition Algorithm
/∗
∗ Paul Bartholomew Feb 2014
3 ∗ Use the method shown i n Optimal Behavior Composit ion Thesis to mimic
human pose on the NAO
∗ r o b o t i c p la t f o rm
∗
∗ Version 3 adds P−I c o n t r o l l e r
∗ /
8
# inc lude " ros / ros . h "
# inc lude " nao_msgs / JointAnglesWithSpeed . h "
# inc lude " geometry_msgs / Twis t . h "
# inc lude < s t r i n g >
13 # inc lude <vector >
# inc lude <math . h>
# inc lude <Eigen / Dense>
/ / Number o f p red i f i nded motion p r i m i t i v e s
18 # def ine numOfPr imi t ives 5
using namespace Eigen ;
/ / / / LIST OF VARIABLES
23 / / I npu t J o i n t Angles from Kinect
s td : : vector < f l o a t > Inpu tJo in tAng les ( 0 ) ;
/ / Reference Angle to be t racked before i npu t to PID c o n t r o l l e r
s td : : vector < f l o a t > DesiredAngles ( 0 ) ;
/ / Output J o i n t Angles from Optimal Behavior Composit ion a f t e r PID c o n t r o l l e r
28 std : : vector < f l o a t > OutputJo in tAngles ( 0 ) ;
/ / I npu t J o i n t Names from Kinect
s td : : vector <s td : : s t r i n g > InputJointNames ( 0 ) ;
/ / Output J o i n t Names from Optimal Behavior Composit ion
s td : : vector <s td : : s t r i n g > OutputJointNames ( 0 ) ;
33 / / How many j o i n t s p o s i t i o n s were sent from Kinect
i n t numOfJoints ;
/ /NAO msg parameters f o r f r a c t i o n o f maximum j o i n t v e l o c i t y [ 0 : 1 ]
f l o a t speed = 0 . 5 ;
/ /NAO msg parameters f o r absolu te angle (0 i s d e f a u l t ) or r e l a t i v e change
38 u i n t 8 _ t r e l = 0 ;
/ / Time keeping v a r i a b l e s
double beginningTime , elapsedTime , t imeForMimicry , m i m i c r y I n t e r v a l ;
bool ready = f a l s e ;
/ / se t i n t e r v a l f o r mimicry f i t t i n g o f Optimal Behavior Composit ion Method
43 ros : : Durat ion f i x e d M i m i c r y I n t e r v a l ( 5 . 0 ) ;
/ / Keep Time
std : : vector <double > clockTime ( 0 ) ;
/ / Optimal behavior weights
s td : : vector < f l o a t > weights_LSP ( 0 ) ; / / L e f t Shoulder P i t ch
48 std : : vector < f l o a t > weights_LSR ( 0 ) ; / / L e f t Shoulder Ro l l
51
std : : vector < f l o a t > weights_LEY ( 0 ) ; / / L e f t Elbow Yaw
std : : vector < f l o a t > weights_LER ( 0 ) ; / / L e f t Elbow Ro l l
s td : : vector < f l o a t > weights_RSP ( 0 ) ; / / R ight Shoulder P i t ch
s td : : vector < f l o a t > weights_RSR ( 0 ) ; / / R ight Shoulder Ro l l
53 std : : vector < f l o a t > weights_REY ( 0 ) ; / / R ight Elbow Yaw
std : : vector < f l o a t > weights_RER ( 0 ) ; / / R ight Elbow Ro l l
/ / Inner product o f captured human motion wi th robot motion p r i m i t i v e s
Mat r i xX f PHI_LSP ( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / L e f t Shoulder P i t ch
Mat r i xX f PHI_LSR( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / L e f t Shoulder Ro l l
58 Mat r i xX f PHI_LEY ( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / L e f t Elbow Yaw
Mat r i xX f PHI_LER( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / L e f t Elbow Ro l l
Mat r i xX f PHI_RSP( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / R ight Shoulder P i t ch
Mat r i xX f PHI_RSR( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / R ight Shoulder Ro l l
Mat r i xX f PHI_REY( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / R ight Elbow Yaw
63 Mat r i xX f PHI_RER( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ; / / R ight Elbow Ro l l
/ / Inner product o f motion p r i m i t i v e s w i th a l l o ther motion p r i m i t i v e s
Mat r i xX f PSI ( numOfPrimit ives , numOfPr imi t ives ) ;
/ / L e f t Shoulder P i t ch Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > LSP_display ( 0 ) ;
68 / / L e f t Shoulder Ro l l Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > LSR_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / L e f t Elbow Yaw Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > LEY_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / L e f t Elbow Ro l l Angles
73 std : : vector < f l o a t > LER_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / R ight Shoulder P i t ch Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > RSP_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / R ight Shoulder Ro l l Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > RSR_display ( 0 ) ;
78 / / R ight Elbow Yaw Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > REY_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / R ight Elbow Ro l l Angles
s td : : vector < f l o a t > RER_display ( 0 ) ;
/ / PI c o n t r o l l e r values
83 f l o a t KP = 0 .15 ;
f l o a t KI = 0.00001;
/ / PI c o n t r o l l e r Process Values
f l o a t regulated_LSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t regulated_LSR = 0 . 0 ;
88 f l o a t regulated_LEY = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t regulated_LER = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t regulated_RSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t regulated_RSR = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t regulated_REY = 0 . 0 ;
93 f l o a t regulated_RER = 0 . 0 ;
/ / PI c o n t r o l l e r I n t e g r a l E r ro r values
f l o a t in tegra l_LSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t in tegra l_LSR = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t in tegra l_LEY = 0 . 0 ;
98 f l o a t in tegra l_LER = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t integral_RSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t integral_RSR = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t integral_REY = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t integral_RER = 0 . 0 ;
52
103 / / PI c o n t r o l l e r Last E r ro r values
f l o a t las tError_LSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t lastError_LSR = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t las tError_LEY = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t lastError_LER = 0 . 0 ;
108 f l o a t lastError_RSP = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t lastError_RSR = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t lastError_REY = 0 . 0 ;
f l o a t lastError_RER = 0 . 0 ;
113
/ / Def ine Motion P r i m i t i v e s
Mat r i xX f p r i m i t i v e s ( double t ime )
{
Mat r i xX f mo t i onPr im i t i ve ( numOfPrimit ives , 1 ) ;
118 mot ionPr im i t i ve ( 0 ) = cos (0.25∗ t ime ) ;
mo t i onPr im i t i ve ( 1 ) = cos (0 .5∗ t ime ) ;
mo t i onPr im i t i ve ( 2 ) = cos (1 .0∗ t ime ) ;
mo t i onPr im i t i ve ( 3 ) = cos (2 .0∗ t ime ) ;
mo t i onPr im i t i ve ( 4 ) = cos (4 .0∗ t ime ) ;
123 r e t u r n mo t i onPr im i t i ve ;
}
/ / Funct ion to i n i t i a l i z e ( zero ) m a t r i c i e s
vo id i n i t i a l i z e A r r a y s ( )
128 {
f o r ( i n t index1 =0; index1 <numOfPr imi t ives ; index1 ++)
{
PHI_LSP ( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
PHI_LSR( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
133 PHI_LEY ( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
PHI_LER( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
PHI_RSP( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
PHI_RSR( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
PHI_REY( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
138 PHI_RER( index1 ) = 0 . 0 ;
f o r ( i n t index2 =0; index2 <numOfPr imi t ives ; index2 ++)
{




/ / Thesis De r i va t i on Code
void OptBehaveComp ( const nao_msgs : : JointAnglesWithSpeed : : ConstPtr& msg)
148 {
elapsedTime = ros : : Time : : now ( ) . toSec ( )−beginningTime ;
/ /ONCE THE APPROPRIATE TIME HAS ELAPSED
i f ( elapsedTime >t imeForMimicry )
{
153 / / increment next t ime f o r mimicry
t imeForMimicry += m i m i c r y I n t e r v a l ;
/ / Ca lucu la te the opt ima l weights w i th inverse PSI and PHI
53
/ / [ ] [ ]^−1 [ ]
158 / / [ weight ] = [ PSI ] ∗ [ PHI ]
/ / [ ] [ ] [ ]
/ / nx1 nxn nx1
Mat r i xX f PSI_inv = PSI . inverse ( ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LSP = PSI_inv∗PHI_LSP ;
163 Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LSR = PSI_inv∗PHI_LSR ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LEY = PSI_inv∗PHI_LEY ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LER = PSI_inv∗PHI_LER ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RSP = PSI_inv∗PHI_RSP ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RSR = PSI_inv∗PHI_RSR ;
168 Mat r i xX f OptWeights_REY = PSI_inv∗PHI_REY ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RER = PSI_inv∗PHI_RER ;
/ / save the cu r ren t t ime of the weight computat ion
weights_LSP . i n s e r t ( weights_LSP . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
173 weights_LSR . i n s e r t ( weights_LSR . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
weights_LEY . i n s e r t ( weights_LEY . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
weights_LER . i n s e r t ( weights_LER . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
weights_RSP . i n s e r t ( weights_RSP . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
weights_RSR . i n s e r t ( weights_RSR . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
178 weights_REY . i n s e r t ( weights_REY . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
weights_RER . i n s e r t ( weights_RER . begin ( ) , ( f l o a t ) elapsedTime ) ;
/ / save the weight values
f o r ( i n t i =numOfPrimit ives−1; i >=0; i−−)
183 {
weights_LSP . i n s e r t ( weights_LSP . begin ( ) , OptWeights_LSP ( i ) ) ;
weights_LSR . i n s e r t ( weights_LSR . begin ( ) , OptWeights_LSR ( i ) ) ;
weights_LEY . i n s e r t ( weights_LEY . begin ( ) , OptWeights_LEY ( i ) ) ;
weights_LER . i n s e r t ( weights_LER . begin ( ) , OptWeights_LER ( i ) ) ;
188 weights_RSP . i n s e r t ( weights_RSP . begin ( ) , OptWeights_RSP ( i ) ) ;
weights_RSR . i n s e r t ( weights_RSR . begin ( ) , OptWeights_RSR ( i ) ) ;
weights_REY . i n s e r t ( weights_REY . begin ( ) , OptWeights_REY ( i ) ) ;
weights_RER . i n s e r t ( weights_RER . begin ( ) , OptWeights_RER ( i ) ) ;
}
193 i n i t i a l i z e A r r a y s ( ) ;
ready = t rue ;
}
/ / Save the cu r ren t t ime to be used f o r the exec tu t i on a f t e r Opt im ia l
Behavior Composit ion has met i t s t im ing c o n s t r a i n t s
clockTime . i n s e r t ( clockTime . begin ( ) , elapsedTime ) ;
198
/ / Update the p r i m i t i v e values f o r the cu r ren t t ime
Mat r i xX f p r im i t i veVa lues = p r i m i t i v e s ( elapsedTime ) ;
/ / Get the cu r ren t angle p o s i t i o n s and corresponding names
203 I npu tJo in tAng les = msg−>j o i n t _ a n g l e s ;
numOfJoints = Inpu tJo in tAng les . s ize ( ) ;
InputJointNames = msg−>joint_names ;
LSP_display . i n s e r t ( LSP_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 0 ) ) ;
208 LSR_display . i n s e r t ( LSR_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 1 ) ) ;
LEY_display . i n s e r t ( LEY_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 2 ) ) ;
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LER_display . i n s e r t ( LER_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 3 ) ) ;
RSP_display . i n s e r t ( RSP_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 4 ) ) ;
RSR_display . i n s e r t ( RSR_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 5 ) ) ;
213 REY_display . i n s e r t ( REY_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 6 ) ) ;
RER_display . i n s e r t ( RER_display . begin ( ) , I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 7 ) ) ;
/ / / / Use Optimal Behavoir Composit ion to f i n d the best weight ings f o r the
motion p r i m i t i v e s
218 / / Find PHI
f o r ( i n t index1 =0; index1 <numOfPr imi t ives ; index1 ++)
{
PHI_LSP ( index1 ) = PHI_LSP ( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 0 ) ; / / LSPitch
PHI_LSR( index1 ) = PHI_LSR( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 1 ) ; / / LSRoll
223 PHI_LEY ( index1 ) = PHI_LEY ( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 2 ) ; / / LEYaw
PHI_LER( index1 ) = PHI_LER( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 3 ) ; / / LERoll
PHI_RSP( index1 ) = PHI_RSP( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 4 ) ; / / RSPitch
PHI_RSR( index1 ) = PHI_RSR( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 5 ) ; / / RSRoll
PHI_REY( index1 ) = PHI_REY( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 6 ) ; / / REYaw
228 PHI_RER( index1 ) = PHI_RER( index1 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗
I npu tJo in tAng les . a t ( 7 ) ; / / RERoll
}
/ / Find PSI
f o r ( i n t index1 =0; index1 <numOfPr imi t ives ; index1 ++)
{
233 f o r ( i n t index2 =0; index2 <numOfPr imi t ives ; index2 ++)
{
PSI ( index1 , index2 ) = PSI ( index1 , index2 ) + p r im i t i veVa lues ( index1 ) ∗




vo id updateOutputAngles ( )
{
243 i n t s i ze = OutputJo in tAngles . s ize ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t index =0; index <s ize ; index ++)
{
OutputJo in tAngles . pop_back ( ) ;
OutputJointNames . pop_back ( ) ;
248 DesiredAngles . pop_back ( ) ;
}
/ / what t ime to execute commands ( r e t r i e v e d elapsed Time )
double timeToExecute = clockTime . back ( ) ;
55
253 / / Determine which set o f weights to use by the t ime the set o f weights
were computed
i f ( ( ( double ) weights_LSP . back ( ) ) <=timeToExecute )
{
/ / I f another mimicry t ime i n t e r v a l has passed , remove a l l the o ld
weights
f o r ( i n t i =0; i <numOfPr imi t ives +1; i ++)
258 {
weights_LSP . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_LSR . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_LEY . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_LER . pop_back ( ) ;
263 weights_RSP . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_RSR . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_REY . pop_back ( ) ;
weights_RER . pop_back ( ) ;
}
268 }
i f ( ! ( weights_LSP . empty ( ) ) )
{
/ / Upon execut ion pop the execut ion t ime o f f the stack
clockTime . pop_back ( ) ;
273 / /
i n t endLocat ion = weights_LSP . s ize ( )−1;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e the weights m a t r i c i e s
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LSP (1 ,5 ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LSR (1 ,5 ) ;
278 Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LEY (1 ,5 ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_LER (1 ,5 ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RSP (1 ,5 ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RSR (1 ,5 ) ;
Mat r i xX f OptWeights_REY (1 ,5 ) ;
283 Mat r i xX f OptWeights_RER (1 ,5 ) ;
f o r ( i n t i =numOfPrimit ives−1; i >=0; i−−)
{
/ / decrement p o i n t e r
288 endLocation−−;
/ / b u i l d a mat r i x i n reverse order (4 down to zero )
OptWeights_LSP (0 , i ) =weights_LSP . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_LSR (0 , i ) =weights_LSR . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_LEY (0 , i ) =weights_LEY . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
293 OptWeights_LER (0 , i ) =weights_LER . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_RSP (0 , i ) =weights_RSP . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_RSR (0 , i ) =weights_RSR . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_REY (0 , i ) =weights_REY . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
OptWeights_RER (0 , i ) =weights_RER . a t ( endLocat ion ) ;
298 }
/ / get the s i n u s o i d a l values f o r the past mimicry t ime
Mat r i xX f cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues = p r i m i t i v e s ( timeToExecute ) ;
Mat r i xX f composition_LSP = OptWeights_LSP∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
303 Mat r i xX f composition_LSR = OptWeights_LSR∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
Mat r i xX f composition_LEY = OptWeights_LEY∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
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Mat r i xX f composition_LER = OptWeights_LER∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
Mat r i xX f composition_RSP = OptWeights_RSP∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
Mat r i xX f composition_RSR = OptWeights_RSR∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
308 Mat r i xX f composition_REY = OptWeights_REY∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
Mat r i xX f composition_RER = OptWeights_RER∗ cu r ren tP r im i t i veVa lues ;
f l o a t desired_LSP = composition_LSP (0 ,0 ) ;
f l o a t desired_LSR = composition_LSR (0 ,0 ) ;
313 f l o a t desired_LEY = composition_LEY (0 ,0 ) ;
f l o a t desired_LER = composition_LER (0 ,0 ) ;
f l o a t desired_RSP = composition_RSP (0 ,0 ) ;
f l o a t desired_RSR = composition_RSR (0 ,0 ) ;
f l o a t desired_REY = composition_REY (0 ,0 ) ;
318 f l o a t desired_RER = composition_RER (0 ,0 ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_LSP ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_LSR ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_LEY ) ;
323 DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_LER ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_RSP ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_RSR ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_REY ) ;
DesiredAngles . push_back ( desired_RER ) ;
328
/ / / / Add a PID c o n t r o l l e r to avoid d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s
/ / L e f t Shoulder P i t ch
f l o a t error_LSP = desired_LSP − regulated_LSP ;
in tegra l_LSP = integra l_LSP + lastError_LSP ;
333 regulated_LSP += KP∗error_LSP + KI∗ in tegra l_LSP ;
las tError_LSP = error_LSP ;
/ / L e f t Shoulder Ro l l
f l o a t error_LSR = desired_LSR − regulated_LSR ;
integra l_LSR = integra l_LSR + lastError_LSR ;
338 regulated_LSR += KP∗error_LSR + KI∗ in tegra l_LSR ;
lastError_LSR = error_LSR ;
/ / L e f t Elbow Yaw
f l o a t error_LEY = desired_LEY − regulated_LEY ;
in tegra l_LEY = integra l_LEY + lastError_LEY ;
343 regulated_LEY += KP∗error_LEY + KI∗ in tegra l_LEY ;
las tError_LEY = error_LEY ;
/ / L e f t Elbow Ro l l
f l o a t error_LER = desired_LER − regulated_LER ;
integra l_LER = integra l_LER + lastError_LER ;
348 regulated_LER += KP∗error_LER + KI∗ in tegra l_LER ;
lastError_LER = error_LER ;
/ / Right Shoulder P i t ch
f l o a t error_RSP = desired_RSP − regulated_RSP ;
integral_RSP = integral_RSP + lastError_RSP ;
353 regulated_RSP += KP∗error_RSP + KI∗ integral_RSP ;
lastError_RSP = error_RSP ;
/ / Right Shoulder Ro l l
f l o a t error_RSR = desired_RSR − regulated_RSR ;
integral_RSR = integral_RSR + lastError_RSR ;
358 regulated_RSR += KP∗error_RSR + KI∗ integral_RSR ;
57
lastError_RSR = error_RSR ;
/ / Right Elbow Yaw
f l o a t error_REY = desired_REY − regulated_REY ;
integral_REY = integral_REY + lastError_REY ;
363 regulated_REY += KP∗error_REY + KI∗ integral_REY ;
lastError_REY = error_REY ;
/ / Right Elbow Ro l l
f l o a t error_RER = desired_RER − regulated_RER ;
integral_RER = integral_RER + lastError_RER ;
368 regulated_RER += KP∗error_RER + KI∗ integral_RER ;
lastError_RER = error_RER ;
/ / Output composed motion
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderPi tch " ) ;
373 OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_LSP ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " LShoulderRol l " ) ;
OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_LSR ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowYaw " ) ;
OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_LEY ) ;
378 OutputJointNames . push_back ( " LElbowRoll " ) ;
OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_LER ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderPitch " ) ;
OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_RSP ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " RShoulderRol l " ) ;
383 OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_RSR ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( "RElbowYaw" ) ;
OutputJo in tAngles . push_back ( regulated_REY ) ;
OutputJointNames . push_back ( " RElbowRoll " ) ;





ready= f a l s e ;
393 }
}
/ / Main Method
i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗argv )
398 {
/ / i n i t i a l i z e a node wi th name
ros : : i n i t ( argc , argv , "OptBehavCompV3" ) ;
/ / c reate node handle ( must be f i r s t command)
ros : : NodeHandle n ;
403
/ / i n i t i a l i z e the d u r r a t i o n ( t ime ) counter
beginningTime = ros : : Time : : now ( ) . toSec ( ) ;
m i m i c r y I n t e r v a l = f i x e d M i m i c r y I n t e r v a l . toSec ( ) ;
t imeForMimicry = m i m i c r y I n t e r v a l ;
408
/ / i n i t i a l i z e ar rays PHI and PSI to zero
i n i t i a l i z e A r r a y s ( ) ;
/ / c reate a f u n c t i o n to subscr ibe to a t o p i c
58
413 ros : : Subscr iber sub = n . subscr ibe ( " raw_ jo in t_ang les " , 1000 , OptBehaveComp )
;
/ / c reate a f u n c t i o n to adve r t i se on a given t o p i c
ros : : Pub l i sher jo in t_ang les_pub = n . adver t i se <nao_msgs : :
JointAnglesWithSpeed >( " j o i n t _ a n g l e s " ,1000) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_LSP = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_LSP" ,100) ;
418 ros : : Pub l i sher pub_LSR = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_LSR" ,100) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_LEY = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_LEY" ,100) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_LER = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_LER" ,100) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_RSP = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_RSP" ,100) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_RSR = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_RSR" ,100) ;
423 ros : : Pub l i sher pub_REY = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_REY" ,100) ;
ros : : Pub l i sher pub_RER = n . adver t i se <geometry_msgs : : Twist >( "OBC_RER" ,100) ;
/ / choose the loop ing ra te
ros : : Rate loop_ra te ( 3 0 . 0 ) ;
428
/ / c reate message element to be f i l l e d w i th appropr ia te data to be
publ ished
nao_msgs : : JointAnglesWithSpeed msg ;
/ / c reate message f o r v i s u a l i z i n g i npu t re ference and output Optimimal
Behavior Composit ion
geometry_msgs : : Twis t msg2 ;
433
/ / loop
whi le ( ros : : ok ( ) )
{
/ / Update the opt imized output angles
438 i f ( ready )
{
updateOutputAngles ( ) ;
}
443 / / Put elements i n t o message f o r pub l i sh i ng t o p i c
msg . jo int_names = OutputJointNames ; / / s t r i n g [ ] −From Nao Datasheet (
must be ar ray )
msg . j o i n t _ a n g l e s = OutputJo in tAngles ; / / f l o a t [ ] −In Radians ( must be
ar ray )
msg . speed = speed ; / / f l o a t
msg . r e l a t i v e = r e l ; / / u i n t 8
448
i f ( ready )
{
msg2 . angular . x = LSP_display . back ( ) ;
LSP_display . pop_back ( ) ;
453 msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 0 ) ;
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 0 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_LSP . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
458 msg2 . angular . x = LSR_display . back ( ) ;
LSR_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 1 ) ;
59
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 1 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
463 pub_LSR . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
msg2 . angular . x = LEY_display . back ( ) ;
LEY_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 2 ) ;
468 msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 2 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_LEY . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
msg2 . angular . x = LER_display . back ( ) ;
473 LER_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 3 ) ;
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 3 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_LER . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
478
msg2 . angular . x = RSP_display . back ( ) ;
RSP_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 4 ) ;
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 4 ) ;
483 / / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_RSP . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
msg2 . angular . x = RSR_display . back ( ) ;
RSR_display . pop_back ( ) ;
488 msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 5 ) ;
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 5 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_RSR . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
493 msg2 . angular . x = REY_display . back ( ) ;
REY_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 6 ) ;
msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 6 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
498 pub_REY . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
msg2 . angular . x = RER_display . back ( ) ;
RER_display . pop_back ( ) ;
msg2 . angular . y = DesiredAngles . a t ( 7 ) ;
503 msg2 . angular . z = OutputJo in tAngles . a t ( 7 ) ;
/ / on ly pub l i sh data when ready
pub_RER . pub l i sh (msg2) ;
}
508 / / pub l i sh
jo in t_ang les_pub . pub l i sh (msg) ;
/ / sp in once
513 ros : : spinOnce ( ) ;
60
/ / s leep
loop_ra te . s leep ( ) ;
}
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